
Describing a Creature
The character of the wolf, who finds and cares for Romulus and Remus, has fascinated people 
for thousands of years. Let’s imagine now that a different creature found the baby boys. What 
animal could it be? It might even be a mythical creature of your own creation!

Draw the creature and label it with words and phrases to describe the different parts of its body, 
e.g. you might draw a line pointing to its eyes and write ‘gigantic marble-like eyeballs.’ 

Here are some questions to get you thinking…

What are its teeth like?
If it has a tail, what is it 

like?
What sounds does it make?

What is its face like? How big is it? How does it move?

What is its skin/fur like? What are its eyes like?
Does this creature make other 

creatures fearful?
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The character of the wolf, who finds and cares for Romulus and Remus, has fascinated people 
for thousands of years. Let’s imagine now that a different creature found the baby boys. What 
animal could it be? It might even be a mythical creature of your own creation!

Draw the creature and then write a description. Remember to use expanded nouns phrases to 
describe all the different parts of its body, as well as the way it moves and how it sounds. 
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